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What Do Dissociations Prove? Guy Van Orden, Arizona State University.
If behavior comprises additive component effects, within a nearly decomposable system, changing on its own characteristic time scale, then functional dissociations may individuate cognitive components. But the vast dissociation literature has not produced a coherent basis in evidence for underlying components and, instead, yields standoffs as to how dissociations should be interpreted (are they pure cases or not?). A vast standoff has also emerged from factorial studies of intact performance that use response time to individuate cognitive components. An alternative view sees behavior as the product of interacting constraints that change on multiple time scales (not the sum of components on a single characteristic time-scale). This view is corroborated in the phenomenon of 1/f noise: long, intermediate, and short range correlations (changes occurring on multiple time scales) are observed in the ordered sequence of trial response times from cognitive tasks. Additionally, that constraints combine interactively is corroborated in the Iognormal shape of response time distributions from all cognitive tasks. Values of constraints are sampled as random variables. Products of random variables are distributions with the lognormal shape. Thus, interactions among constraints combine as products (not sums) to compose the total measure of response time performance-a lognormally distributed probability-density-function.
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Causativity in the Syntax ofAgrammatism. Hiroko Hagiwara,* Takane Ito,t and Yoko Sugioka,t* Tokyo Metropolitan University; tUniversity of Tokyo; and Keio University.
Exploration of the functional role of Broca's area in language processing is one of the extensively studied topics, and various kinds of proposals have been put forward to account for the nature of language processing in this area. We have elsewhere suggested that not only syntactic processing but also the processing of a certain type of word-level unit is subserved by Broca's area and its vicinity (Hagiwara et al., 1999) . In this talk, we report three agrammatic aphasics' performance on two types of causative sentences in Japanese, i.e., the lexical causatives and the -sase causatives, providing further supportive evidence for the view that productive morphological processes are similar to syntactic computational operations. Both the results of the production task (a sentence completion task) and those of the comprehension task (a forced-choice task) exhibited that the aphasic patients' performance on the sentences with the -sase causative morpheme was significantly worse than those with the lexical causatives whereas the normal controls did significantly better in producing the target causative morphemes (F(2, 8) = 15.6, p < .01) and selecting the correct complex predicate (F(I, 4) -10.6, p < .05). These results indicate that the aphasics' poor perIbrmance on the -sase causatives fall outside of the explanation of trace theory on syntactic disorders. Japanese causative sentences with -sase morphemes involve neither movement of a phrasal constituent (though it may involve head movement) nor empty categories. Instead, our findings suggest that the performance described by Grodzinsky's TDH is a subtype of syntactic disorder in agrammatic Broca's aphasics. Needless to say, our findings for the disruption of the -sase causatives cannot be accounted for by the working memory hypothesis nor the storage hypothesis in that neither the -sase causative sentences nor the lexical causative sentences have syntactic dependency relations, and therefore, there are no elements which could be attributed to the difference in processing 
